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frontier developments touts planet coaster as a sequel to their previous game, rollercoaster tycoon
3. while the former title was a bit light on gameplay, it packed in just enough to let players design an
amusement park complete with rides and attractions. planet coaster also sets itself apart by giving
players an entire park environment complete with its own theme and theme items that can be used
throughout. thankfully, the latter part of the game is where the meat lies. each park that you create
in planet coaster represents a different play area within the game. you can free roam the area and
zoom out to a birds-eye view of your entire park, or zoom into the park to zoom right down to the

individual attractions. you can choose to play in sandbox mode, which lets you customize your own
theme park and customize the various rides and attractions present in it, or you can play through
various goals, missions and challenges present in the career and challenge mode. in career mode,
for example, you can complete various tasks to unlock new areas or complete career goals to earn
special rewards. going into planet coaster, you can select from a number of different base theme

packs and add-ons. you can also expand your park with anything from rides and attractions to
landscaping and attractions. however, aside from the base packs, you can also pay to purchase any

of these items from the game's library of add-ons. these add-ons are a bit more focused on the
theme of the park and some of these include things like the classic park, a summer park and a

zombie apocalypse park. they range from $1.99 to $5.99. at launch, you can only purchase the base
packs, but frontier has announced that in the future you will be able to purchase add-ons as well.
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frontier developments touts planet
coaster as a sequel to their previous

game, rollercoaster tycoon 3. while the
former title was a bit light on gameplay, it

packed in just enough to let players
design an amusement park complete with
rides and attractions. planet coaster also

sets itself apart by giving players an
entire park environment complete with its
own theme and theme items that can be
used throughout. thankfully, the latter

part of the game is where the meat lies.
each park that you create in planet
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coaster represents a different play area
within the game. you can free roam the

area and zoom out to a birds-eye view of
your entire park, or zoom into the park to

zoom right down to the individual
attractions. you can choose to play in

sandbox mode, which lets you customize
your own theme park and customize the

various rides and attractions present in it,
or you can play through various goals,
missions and challenges present in the
career and challenge mode. in career
mode, for example, you can complete
various tasks to unlock new areas or
complete career goals to earn special

rewards. going into planet coaster, you
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can select from a number of different
base theme packs and add-ons. you can

also expand your park with anything from
rides and attractions to landscaping and

attractions. however, aside from the base
packs, you can also pay to purchase any
of these items from the game's library of

add-ons. these add-ons are a bit more
focused on the theme of the park and
some of these include things like the

classic park, a summer park and a zombie
apocalypse park. they range from $1.99

to $5.99. at launch, you can only
purchase the base packs, but frontier has
announced that in the future you will be

able to purchase add-ons as well.
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